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l Photo London is the first photography fair to take place anywhere in the world
since 2019
l 88 galleries from 15 countries take part in the Fair’s sixth edition
l Shirin Neshat will be the sixth Photo London Master of Photography. Her Masters
exhibition ‘Land of Dreams’ will be shown in full for the first time in the UK

l The Fair continues its support for emerging artists through the Discovery section,
the Emerging Photographer Award in association with Nikon and the Graduates’
Salon, a special student showcase supported by the Stanley Foundation and Scott
Mead
l Other public programme highlights include ‘Close Enough: Robert Capa’ and the
Photo London’s acclaimed Talks Programme, curated by William A. Ewing, which
continues online

Photo London returns to Somerset House for its sixth edition from 9–12 September 2021,
with a preview on 8 September. Bringing together leading photography galleries and
publishers from 15 countries, Photo London once again presents an innovative public
programme of exhibitions, talks and workshops. Attendees will be able to plan their visit
through the Photo London App & download the digital catalogue from photolondon.org.
Photo London Digital also returns for its second edition from 9–28 September, with a
preview on artsy.com on 8 September. The digital fair will supplement the physical event,
allowing participation to those unable to travel and will feature curated picks by leading
photography professionals.
Commenting on the challenges they faced in mounting this sixth edition the Fair’s Founders,
Michael Benson and Fariba Farshad, said:
“Almost every week has brought a fresh challenge. The collapsing calendar has brought us
into direct competition with other fairs in New York and Paris; borders have opened, and
borders closed; policy has been so mixed, muddled and misleading that planning anything
has been recast as a branch of medieval theology. And yet, thanks to the enthusiasm of our
audience, the patience of our exhibitors and their artists, the enduring support of our
partners Nikon and FT Weekend, several slices of good fortune, and our own resilience and
belligerence, we have prevailed.
We are unspeakably proud to be able to present the sixth edition of Photo London at
Somerset House alongside the second edition of Photo London Digital, which will continue to
present its own international programme, as well as being a platform for galleries unable to
travel to London.
This much delayed sixth edition presents an outstanding group of exhibitors who have made
their way to London from 15 countries, bringing with them a truly exceptional and diverse
group of artists.
Our acclaimed talks programme continues online while our public programme exhibitions
feature two jewels: an extraordinary show by this year’s Master of Photography, Shirin
Neshat and ‘Close Enough: Robert Capa’ showcasing over 50 unseen prints from the Kogan
Collection.

And finally, we have been able to continue our support for the work of emerging artists
through the Discovery section, a special award for emerging photographers and the
Graduates’ Salon. Like the rest of us, these young artists have had a grim year; yet make no
mistake they are our future. Visit, take notes and then watch out for their work at future
editions of Photo London.”
Photo London is the first photography fair to take place worldwide since 2019 and one of
the first international art fairs to go ahead in the UK since the pandemic struck. Commenting
on the importance of once again welcoming international exhibitors and visitors to the
capital, the Deputy Mayor for Culture and the Creative Industries says: “Photo London is a
great example of how our capital can bring together talent from across the globe to
showcase the power of photography. It attracts Londoners and visitors to our city, providing
established creatives with a platform to exhibit, and act as a great opportunity for up-andcoming photographers to showcase their work.”
International exhibitors and local London spaces participating in the fair showcase the best
photography, from iconic to emerging. In the main section, first-time exhibitors include
Richard Saltoun Gallery (London), showing a booth dedicated to outstanding women
photographers - Marina Abramovic, Eleanor Antin, Renate Bertlmann, Helen Chadwick, Rose
English, Alexis Hunter, Penny Slinger and Jo Spence; Paul Stolper Gallery (London),
presenting five unseen works by Kevin Cummins taken at the Sex Pistols last UK concert, as
well as works by Don Brown and Sarah Lucas; Parafin (London) presenting The Forest, a
group show exploring images of forests and featuring work by Melanie Manchot Rebecca,
Sophy Rickett and Indrė Šerpytytė among others; and Black Shade Projects (Marrakech),
showing an important body of black and white photographic work by Adama Kouyaté and
Abderrahmane Sakaly, which highlight the Malian golden era of studio photography
associated with names like Malick Sidibé. The artist-led online platform Hi-Noon will make
their art fair debut at Photo London, showcasing artists including Lindsay Seers, Catherine
Yass, Karne Knorr and Yushi Li.
Returning exhibitors include James Hyman Gallery (London) presenting works by Heather
Agyepong, André Kertesz, Man Ray and Bill Brandt ; Galerie Clémentine de la Féronnière
(Paris), bringing works by Martin Parr, Peter Mitchell, John Myers and James Barnor, fresh
from a major retrospective at the Serpentine Galleries; 193 Gallery (Paris) presenting two
photographers from their Colours of Africa exhibition: Hassan Hajjaj and Thandiwe Muriu;
Bigaignon (Paris) with works by Ralph Gibson and Catherine Balet; Ed Asmus, Jacqueline
Woods and Chris McCaw will be on view at Duncan Miller Gallery (Los Angeles); Michael
Hoppen Gallery (London), whose booth will celebrate the work of seminal Mexican artists
including Manuel Alvarez Bravo, Enrique Metinides and Kati Horna; Flowers Gallery
(London) showing Edward Burtynsky, Nadav Kander, Esther Teichmann, Michael Wolf and
further gallery artists; Large Glass (London), with a thematic exhibition titled Bunker: Along
the Atlantic Wall, featuring work by Italian Photographer Guido Guidi and Bunkers, an ongoing series by Los Angeles based Mark Ruwedel; and CAMERA WORK Gallery (Berlin)
presenting an unseen work by David Yarrow.
David Bailey personally selects photographs from his archives for first-time exhibitors,
Imitate Modern (London). Showcasing rarely seen photographs of Miles Davies and Jean

Shrimpton, with Face Paint by David Hockney. Among the other impressive solo
presentations at Photo London, new exhibitors, Albion Barn (Little Milton, Oxfordshire),
present a solo booth of new and recent work by Nick Knight. Further solo presentations
include Poulomi Basu, finalist of the 2021 Deutsche Börse Prize, at TJ Boulting (London);
Rankin at 29 Arts in Progress (Milan), Jessica Backhaus at ROBERT MORAT GALERIE (Berlin),
Ching-Yuan Hsu at Galerie_Frédéric Moisan (Paris) and Dafna Talmor at Sid Motion Gallery
(London).
Additional highlights include photographs by Constantin Brancusi, André Kertész, Irving
Penn, Helmut Newton and other masters at Grob Gallery (London, Geneva); Andy
Warhol’s Polaroids and photographs of the pop artist by his friend William John Kennedy at
Long Sharp Gallery (Indianapolis); October Gallery (London), presenting pioneering work by
James Barnor, Benji Rei, Alexis Peskine and Romuald Hazoumè; and Jane Hilton’s Drag
Queen Cowboys series, finalist of the Sony Word Photography Awards, on view for the first
time at Eleven Fine Art (Twickenham).
Despite the massive challenges of the pandemic the galleries featured in the Discovery
section - dedicated to galleries less than 5 years old - continue breaking new ground. Galerie
Number 8 (Brussels) present work by Prix Pictet shortlisted artist David Uzochukwu, as well
as Ruby Okoro and Bettina Pittaluga. London’s SEAGER bring together works by Monique
Atherton and Liz Calvi, both of whom are concerned with the portrayal of women in an
increasingly public sphere. TINTERA (Cairo), make their art fair debut at Photo London,
showcasing works by two Middle Eastern contemporary artists, Ibrahim Ahmed and Heba
Khalifa, who focus on themes of identity and gender issues through a contemplative display
of photographic portraits and unique photo collages. Galerie-Peter-Sillem (Frankfurt am
Main) dedicate their booth to Alia Ali, FT Weekend magazine’s ‘top pick’ at Photo London
2019. First-time exhibitors in this section include south London galleries Gas Gallery,
specialising in camera less, abstract photography, ECAD specialising in black and white
photography, Encounter, whose booth plays with the limits of photography and Indigo +
Madder, focusing on contemporary art from South Asia and its diaspora.
Photo London’s commitment to showcasing outstanding historic photography continues
with Augusta Edwards Fine Art, presenting works by Henri Cartier-Bresson, Josef Koudelka,
Eliott Erwitt and Stuart Franklin; England & Co., exhibit artists who explore photography as a
method of documentation, experimentation, and visual statements about politics and
feminism. Well-known artists will be on view alongside recently re-discovered ones
including Sue Barnes, Rose Boyt and Rolph Gobits; Robert Hershkowitz Ltd (all London),
presenting amongst others, Roger Fenton, William Henry Fox Talbot, P.H. Emerson; Stewart
& Skeels with Bernard Quaritch (London, Irvine) showing a selection of vintage photos
including prints by Julia Margaret Cameron, Bill Brandt, Roger Mayne, Chris Killip; and
Roland Belgrave (Brighton), who specialises in sourcing rare and early photographs from the
pioneers of Exploration and early travel.
Special exhibitors include London’s Association of Photographers (AOP), and Lee Miller
Archives (East Sussex), showing works by the famed photographer alongside the private
work of LIFE magazine photographer and editor David E. Scherman, who captured Miller’s

life as a war correspondent. Prix Pictet also participate as a special exhibitor with a preview
screening of the works shortlisted for Prix Pictet Fire.
In the Publishers section, Photo London is delighted to welcome new exhibitors GOST
(London), Setanta Books (London) and Loose Joints (Marseille, London) alongside returning
publishers Hoxton Mini Press (London), Thames & Hudson (London) and TASCHEN (Berlin,
Cologne, London, Paris, Los Angeles, and Hong Kong), presenting a SUMO collector edition
of AMAZÔNIA, Sebastião Salgado’s most extensive project to date.

Public Programme: Exhibitions
For the Photo London Master of Photography Award - presented every year by Photo
London fair to a living artist who has made an exceptional contribution to photography Iranian artist Shirin Neshat presents Land of Dreams. Comprised of 111 photographs of
New Mexico residents and a two-channel film installation, this multidisciplinary project
marks a significant visual and conceptual shift for the artist, who has turned her lens to the
landscape and people of the American West.
Land of Dreams was commissioned for the artist’s major US museum survey in 2019 at The
Broad Museum, Los Angeles before making its European debut at Goodman Gallery,
London which was sadly cut short due to the Pandemic. This exhibition will be an
opportunity for London audiences to experience the full installation of 111 photographs and
films making up this ambitious project.
Premiering at Photo London, the touring exhibition Close Enough: Robert Capa features
over 50 iconic photographs by the legendary Hungarian American war reporter alongside his
first Leica camera. Selected from the Kogan Collection, the photographs on view span from
Capa’s first ever published work — a portrait of Leon Trotsky addressing students in
Copenhagen in 1932 — through to his last, taken from the battlefields of the first Indochina
war on which he died while reporting in 1954. Presented in partnership with MESSUMS
LONDON and the Kogan Collection, the exhibition is curated by Dr Julie Bonzon, Director of
Photography at MESSUMS and Ben Burdett, Director of Atlas Gallery and will tour through
2022.
The Emerging Photographer Award will continue to spotlight new talents exhibiting at the
fair. Work by the 2020 winner Marguerite Bornhauser (represented by Carlos Carvalho Arte
Contemporânea) and a selection of finalists - Thandiwe Muriu (193 Gallery), Ibrahim Ahmed
(Tintera), Angela Blažanović (Sid Motion), and David Uzochukwu (Galerie no.8) - will be
exhibited at the Nikon stand. In addition, the Nikon Lab will offer customers the opportunity
to experience the latest cameras and lenses with the assistance of Nikon Experts from the
Nikon School
Media partner FT Weekend presents FT Weekend Gallery: Art faces the future, a digital
exhibition celebrating the FT Weekend arts pages. The curation showcases a selection of
artists tackling significant issues, such as sustainability and the new digital landscape. It also
illuminates conversations currently resonating through the art world - from gender and

ethnicity, to the colonial past of museums and the future of art fairs. During Photo London,
you can discover the full curation online via a unique QR code.
The Graduates’ Salon, created with the support of the Stanley Foundation and Scott Mead,
continues Photo London’s commitment to showcasing emerging talent. Featuring 24 recent
graduates from eleven of the UK’s leading colleges and universities (Brighton University,
London College of Communication (LCC) | BA Photography, London College of
Communication (LCC), BA Photojournalism, London College of Fashion, London
Metropolitan University, Ravensbourne University, Roehampton University, University of
the Creative Arts (UCA), Farnham, University of the Creative Arts (UCA), Rochester,
University of East London (UEL) and University of Westminster). Visit
photolondon.org/public-programme for more information.

Public Programme: Talks, workshops & events
In partnership with Nikon, Photo London is delighted to present a series of Photo Walks,
photographer masterclasses, and studio sessions. Other public events include a series of
portfolio reviews with members of the British Journal of Photography’s editorial team:
Izabela Radwanska Zhang, Editorial Director, Hannah Abel-Hirsch, Assistant Editor and
Marigold Warner, Online Editor.
These events are all offered free of charge to Photo London ticket holders, and places are
assigned on a first-come, first-served basis.
On Thursday, 9 September, the British Journal of Photography will also host Ones to
Watch, a panel discussion about developing photographic practice and what it means to
be a young and emerging photographer in today’s world. BJP Editorial Director Izabela
Radwanska Zhang will be joined by talents Sophie Gladstone, Tayo Adekunle, Asafe Ghalib
and Billy Barraclough. The panel discussion takes place in the screening room of Somerset
House. Capacity is limited and advanced booking is required. Visit photolondon.org/publicprogramme to read more and book your place.
The Talks Programme - curated by William A Ewing- will bring great photography to those
far and near. Running online throughout September, Photo London presents, free of charge,
a series of panel discussions, artist talks and laid-back living room conversations with leading
personalities -including Nick Knight, Shirin Neshat, Nancy Burson, Ekow Eshun, Philippe
Garner and Sunil Guptae. As well as emerging talents - like Poulomi Basu, Pixy Liao, Lorenzo
Vitturi and Leila Jeffreys. The Programme also includes a series of talks curated by the FT
Weekend. For more information and to register please visit photolondon.org/talksprogramme

VIP Programme

Photo London’s VIP programme of events and talks have long been regarded as one of the
world’s best. This year, once again, our institutional partners (the Met and Whitney
Museum, New York; Photographic Arts Council, Los Angeles; Barbican Centre, London; V&A,
London; Tate, London; The Courtauld Institute, London; Sotheby’s Institute, London, to
name just a few) have helped us create an exciting online and in-person events programme
for our valued collectors around the world.
To celebrate the re-opening of the UK’s art scene, we are working closely with London’s
leading museums, arts institutions, and galleries to develop an inspiring programme of inperson tours and events. Highlights include an exclusive evening at the James Barnor:
Accra/London - A Retrospective” at Serpentine Galleries; a private visit to the “JR:
Chronicles” exhibition at Saatchi Gallery; a curator-led tour of the Witt & Conway
Photographic Libraries at the Courtauld Institute of Art; a private tour of the V&A’s
Photography Collection to view rare works that are not on display; and an evening of wine
tasting and artistic conversation with renowned British photographer Rankin at his
revolutionary new space in North London.
For our collectors overseas, we have an exciting programme of virtual tours and webinars,
including curator-led virtual exhibition tours of the Met and Whitney Museum in New York.
More details of our 2021 VIP programme can be accessed via our website along with
information on how to RSVP. More details about the Photo London 2021 VIP programme
can be accessed on photolondon.org along with information on how to RSVP.
Photo London
8–12 September 2021, Somerset House
VIP preview: Wednesday 8 September, 11am–1pm
Preview Day: Wednesday 8 September, 1–9 pm
Public days: Thursday 9 September, 1–9pm; Friday 10, 1–7pm; Saturday 11 September, 12–
7pm; Sunday 12 September, 12–6.30pm
www.photolondon.org
@photolondonfair
#PhotoLondonFair21
Photo London Digital
8–28 September 2021, artsy.com and photolondon.org
@photolondonfair
#PhotoLondonDigital21

For the latest updates on Photo London subscribe to our newsletter visit photolondon.org, find us on
Facebook or follow @PhotoLondonFair on Instagram and Twitter.
For press accreditations, please email Gair Burton at gair@picklespr.com.
Press Contacts:
Photo London, Caterina Berardi, Head of Marketing and Communications
E: caterina.berardi@candlestar.co.uk | T: +44 (0)207 759 1180
Pickles PR, Gair Burton, PR representative
E: gair@picklespr.com | T: +44 (0) 740 278 4470
Relations Media, Catherine Philippot, PR representative for France
E: cathphilippot@relations-media.com| T: +33 (0) 1 40 47 63 42
List of exhibitors
193 Gallery, Paris
29 Arts in Progress, Milan
Albion Barn, Little Milton, Oxfordshire
ALICE BLACK, London
Arthill, London
ARTITLED Contemporary, Herpen
ATLAS Gallery, London
Augusta Edwards - Fine Art, London
Bigaignon, Paris
Bildhalle, Zurich, Amsterdam
Black Shade Projects, Marrakech
Boogie-Wall Art Gallery, London
Camera Work, Berlin
Carlos Carvalho - Arte Contemporânea, Lisbon
Christophe Guye Galerie, Zurich
Crane Kalman, Brighton
DUNCAN MILLER GALLERY, Los Angeles
Echo Fine Arts, French Riviera
Eleven Fine Art, Twickenham
England & Co, London
Fisheye Gallery, Paris, Arles
Flowers Gallery, London
Gabriel Wickbold Galley, Sao Paulo
Galerie Clémentine de la Féronnière, Paris
Galerie Esther Woerdehoff, Paris
Galerie Prints, London
Galerie_Frédéric Moisan, Paris
Grob Gallery, London, Zurich
HackelBury Fine Art, London

Hi-Noon, London
House of the Nobleman, London
Ibasho, Antwerp
Iconic Images, London
Imitate Modern, London
James Hyman Gallery, London
LARGE GLASS, London
Long-Sharp Gallery, Indianapolis
Magnum Photos, London, Paris
Michael Hoppen Gallery, London
MMX gallery, London
October Gallery, London
Parafin, London
Paul Stolper Gallery, London
Prahlad Bubbar, London
Project 2.0 /Gallery, The Hague
Purdy Hicks, London
Richard Saltoun Gallery, London
Robert Hershkowitz Ltd, Linfield, London
Robert Morat Galerie, Berlin
ROLAND BELGRAVE VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHY LTD, Brighton
Shtager Gallery, London
SMITH-DAVIDSON GALLERY, Amsterdam, Mexico City, Miami
Stewart & Skeels with Bernard Quaritch, London, Irvine
The Music Photo Gallery, Buenos Aires, New York
The Photographers' Gallery, London
TJ Boulting, London
Webber, London
Discovery
A.I., London
Albumen Gallery, London
Black Box Projects, London
ECAD, London
Encounter, London
Galerie Number 8, Brussels
Galerie-Peter-Sillem, Frankfurt am Main
GALLERY PHOTIQ, Royal Leamington Spa
Gas Gallery, London
Gudberg Nerger, Hamburg
indigo+madder, London
Kovet.Art, London
l’étrangère, London
OPEN DOORS, London
Photon Gallery, Ljubljana
SEAGER, London
Sid Motion Gallery, London
Tintera, Cairo
Publishers
GOST, London

Hoxton Mini Press, London
Loose Joints, Marseille, London
Setanta Books, London
TASCHEN, London
Thames & Hudson, London
Special Exhibitors
Association of Photographers (A.O.P.), London
Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg, Cape Town, London
Kraszna-Krausz Foundation, London
Lee Miller Archives, Sussex
Michael Grecco, New York, Los Angeles
Prix Pictet
Stanley Foundation, London
The View Magazine, London
Digital exhibitors
African Arty, Casablanca
ASZ Fine ART, Buenos Aires
Black Box Publishing, Cape Town
CLAIRbyKhan, Erlenbach-Zürich
Dewi Lewis Publishing, Stockport
Elizabeth Houston Gallery, New York
Euqinom Gallery, San Francisco
Galerie de Bellefuille, Montréal, Toronto
Monroe Gallery of Photography, Santa Fe
Sakhile&me, Frankfurt am Main
VIASATERNA, Milan
Notes to Editors:
•

Founded in 2015, Photo London quickly established itself as a world-class photography Fair and a
catalyst for London’s dynamic photography community. From the capital’s major museums to its
auction houses, galleries large and small, right into the burgeoning creative community in the East
End and South London, Photo London harnesses the city’s outstanding creative talent and brings the
world’s leading photographers, curators, exhibitors and dealers together with the public to celebrate
photography. Photo London is a place to encounter the most innovative emerging artists, new work
by established masters and rare vintage pieces, and as such is guided by a Curatorial Committee
comprised of some the field’s most esteemed curators, critics and museum directors. This year’s
Curatorial Committee includes:
- Martin Barnes, Senior Curator, Photographs at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London
- Philippe Garner (Chair) – Former Director at Christie’s and International Head of
Photographs and 20th Century Decorative Arts and Design
- Simone Klein, Photography Specialist and Consultant
- Tristan Lund, Art consultant and curator
- Sofia Vollmer de Maduro, Director of Education, Society of the Four Arts, Palm Beach,
collector and Curator Emeritus of the Alberto Vollmer Foundation collection

•

The Photo London Academy, supported by the Arts Council England, is a free online resource that
acts as a virtual gateway into the lives of photographers around the world via different elements:

-

-

-

-

Talks Archive, which gives access to the video recordings of the world-class panels and talks
held at Photo London over the past five years, including conversations with Sebastiao
Salgado, Hannah Starkey, Don McCullin, Liz Johnson Artur, Stephen Shore, Susan Meiselas,
Vera Lutter, Miles Aldridge, Mary McCartney, Erik Madigan Heck and Juergen Teller.
Photo London's first digital magazine. Each issue is built in the spirit of an artist's photo book
and spotlights the creative processes and artworks of our selected guest contributors. The
magazine focuses on personal anecdotes, stories and behind-the-scenes materials, typically
those unseen on the main stage of physical art fairs and exhibitions.
The Artist Project section, which features a series of ad-hoc collaborations with artists and
photography professionals in different forms.
The Book Club, presenting a curated list of remarkable photography books monthly – from
new and recent releases to rare and vintage volumes. One book from every monthly list is
selected as the Book of the Month and is the subject of a live online conversation during
which artists, authors, critics and curators present their work.

•

The Financial Times is one of the world’s leading business news organisations, recognised
internationally for its authority, integrity and accuracy. The FT has a record paying readership of more
than one million, three-quarters of which are digital subscriptions. It is part of Nikkei Inc., which
provides a broad range of information, news and services for the global business community.

•

Nikon is a world-leading provider of imaging products and services. Its innovative optics technology –
from consumer to professional cameras, lenses to system accessories – is powered by over 100 years
of experience. The brand is globally recognised for setting new standards in design and performance,
with Nikon’s revolutionary Z series mirrorless cameras and NIKKOR Z lenses representing a new
dimension of optical performance.Nikon is committed to leading imaging culture and enables some of
the world’s best visual artists to reach their creative potential through visual storytelling. Its awardwinning equipment empowers photographers and videographers to realise their creative vision at the
highest level. As a trusted visionary partner, it unites all levels of content creators through its engaged
community, unrivalled technical expertise and access to educational resources, via initiatives such as
The Nikon School. For more information visit www.nikon.co.uk

•

1854 Media is an award-winning digital media organisation with a global audience of photographers,
arts lovers and industry experts. At 1854’s core is British Journal of Photography, the world’s longest
running photography title, which has been showcasing pioneers of the art form since 1854. It
manifests in a monthly publication that takes an international perspective on contemporary
photography, focusing on fine art and documentary, and the cutting edge of editorial and commercial
practices. It has also created internationally renowned photography awards – including OpenWalls,
Portrait of Britain™, Female in Focus, BJP International Photography Award, Decade of Change and
Portrait of Humanity™ all of which aim to discover and promote new talent. Our visual content
agency, Studio 1854, helps brands use the power of photography and video to cultivate and engage
larger audiences, by leveraging our relationships with the world’s top photographic influencers and
our understanding of the visual content that engages them.

•

Somerset House is London’s working arts centre and home to the UK’s largest creative community.
Built on historic foundations, we are situated in the very heart of the capital. Dedicated to backing
progress, championing openness, nurturing creativity and empowering ideas, our cultural programme
is ambitious in scope. We insist on relevance, but aren’t afraid of irreverence, and are as keen on

entertainment as enrichment. We embrace the biggest issues of our times and are committed to
oxygenating new work by emerging artists. Where else can you spend an hour ice-skating while
listening to a specially commissioned sound piece by a cutting-edge artist? It is this creative tension –
the way we harness our heritage, put the too-often overlooked on our central stage and use our neoclassical backdrop to showcase ground-breaking contemporary culture – that inspires our
programme. Old and new, history and disruption, art and entertainment, high-tech and homemade,
combined with the fact that we are home to a constantly shape-shifting working creative community:
this is our point of difference. It is what we are proud of. And it is what makes the experience of
visiting or working in Somerset House inspiring and energising, urgent and exciting.
www.somersethouse.org.uk

